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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following statements are true about IPsec VPNs?
(Choose three.)
A. IPsec operates at the layer 3 of the OSI model.

B. IPsec increases overhead and bandwidth.
C. IPsec operates at the layer 2 of the OSI model.
D. End-user's network applications must be properly
pre-configured to send traffic across the IPsec VPN.
E. IPsec protects upper layer protocols.
Answer: A,B,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
A report author wants to display Revenue and Quantity by
Product line in one chart and use a combination chart. A bar
chart is used for revenue and a line chart for quantity. While
the bar chart is clear and easy to understand, the lines are
almost missing and are different to read.
What can be done to solve the problem?
A. Build two charts next to each other.
B. Use a conditional scale.
C. Multiply Quantity by 1000000 and set the scale to -6 to
display.
D. Map Quantity to a y axis with a different scale.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. AssemblyVersionAttribute
B. AssemblyDelaySignAttribute
C. AssemblyCultureAttribute
D. AssemblyCompanyAttribute
E. AssemblyProductAttribute
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
Explanation
The AssemblyName object contains information about an assembly,
which you can use to bind to that assembly. An assembly's
identity consists of the following:
Simple name.
Version number.
Cryptographic key pair.
Supported culture.
D: AssemblyCultureAttribute
Specifies which culture the assembly supports.
The attribute is used by compilers to distinguish between a
main assembly and a satellite assembly. A main assembly
contains code and the neutral culture's resources. A satellite
assembly contains only resources for a particular culture, as
in [assembly:AssemblyCultureAttribute("de")] E:
AssemblyVersionAttribute Specifies the version of the assembly
being attributed.
The assembly version number is part of an assembly's identity
and plays a key part in binding to the assembly and in version

policy.

NEW QUESTION: 4

A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: B

A
D
B
C
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